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Abstract: This paper from the probability theory and mathematical statistics in the course of two 
types of easy error, analysis of the causes of errors, examples of relevant topics further explained 
how to correctly distinguish and choose the correct solution, through the example of the correct 
solution to strengthen, so as to deepen students' understanding of the relevant concepts and 
methods. 

1. Introduction 

Probability theory and mathematical statistics is a mathematical discipline that studies the 
statistical regularity of random phenomena and the processing technology of random data. It is 
widely used in economics, management, education, psychology and many other disciplines 
[1-5].This course as a common course in colleges and universities set up a foundation, has the very 
important status in the college course. Many students are learning this class often feels tired, mainly 
is the course and students study the higher mathematics in the analysis question, solve the problem 
of way of thinking have different, students often confuse together [6], the knowledge problem 
solving error caused by this article will give two confusing easily wrong, and wrong solutions 
analysis, give the correct solution, explaining the difference, give the relevant type questions in 
order to make clear and strengthen the correct solution. 

2. Confusion Between Conditional Probability And Full Probability Formula  

Example 1: There are 10 transistors in a box, 4 of which are defective and 6 of which are genuine. 
Take one of them twice each time and do not put it back into the sample. 

(1) What is the probability of getting the real product the first time?  
(2) What is the probability of getting the authentic product the second time?  
Wrong solution: (2) Set A: The first time I got a defective transistor. 
B: The second time I got a genuine transistor  
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Analysis: the wrong solution to the problem of the second meaning understanding is flawed, 

because the first question is for the first time to get the real thing the probability of the transistor, 
when doing the second question, students can easily relate the first question and the second q, 
wrong considered under the condition of the first to ask for a second to ask, there are also some 
students because of all the applicable condition of generalized formula without understanding and 
led to the solution to this error. 

Set A: The first time I got a defectivetransistor 
B: The second time I got a genuine transistor  
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Note: The difference between the application of conditional probability and full probability 

formula: conditional probability is with A condition, which is usually directly or indirectly implied 
in the problem. Generally, it is the probability of B occurring in the case of A, and this B is unique 
and determined. The total probability formula for finding the probability of event B is also 
conditional, but the total probability formula generally comes from at least two conditions 21, AA , or 
more conditions. For example, when there is a relationship of figure 1between B events and iA  the 

full probability formula 
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can be used [7,8]. 

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the total probability formula 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The solutions to these two probabilistic problems are illustrated by example 2 below: 
Example 2 7 out of the 10 lottery tickets have prizes. Now Party A and Party B have bought one 

lottery ticket in succession. 
If A wins the lottery, the probability that B wins. 
（1）The probability of B winning the lottery. 
Analysis :(1)The question to be asked is obviously the probability with a condition, and the 

condition "in the case of A winning" is determined to be unique, so the conditional probability 
formula can be used to solve this problem. 

(2) Find out the probability of B winning the lottery. B winning the lottery will happen under the 
two conditions of A winning the lottery and A not winning the lottery. The whole sample space Ω  
includes A winning the lottery A and A not winning the lottery A . 

Solution: A: A won the lottery, B: B won the lottery 
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3. Confusion Between Interval Estimation And Parameter Hypothesis Testing  

The following question is a final exam in our school, and some students have made the following 
wrong solutions 

Example 3. The diameter of buttons produced in a workshop of a certain factory is known as 
0µ =26, and it follows normal distribution ）， 25.2(µN . Now samples with capacity n=100 are taken, 

and the sample mean is 26.56. Is the production in this workshop normal? (Let 1.96z0.025 = , 
α =0.05 and keep the decimal to 0.01) 

Ω  
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A5 
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The wrong solution:. 5.25.22 ==σ , 100=n , 26.56=x ,
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The confidence interval of satisfying the above conditions is
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Because )56.26,54.24(26∈ , the production in this workshop is normal. 

Wrong solutions analysis: When workshop production is normal 0µ = 26, we take the sample size 
of 100 samples and get some of the sample data, sample to determine whether the production is 
normal, is about to see whether sample expectations µ is 26, we can assume that the µ = 0µ  = 26, 
then construct the test in the small probability event, that is to say, the application of hypothesis test 
to do, and this problem students confusion of interval estimation and hypothesis testing parameters 
are made into interval estimation. 

Truth: 0100 :;26: µµµµ ≠== HH Statistics n
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are selected [9,10] . 

Let 05.0=α , { } 05.0025.0 => ZZP . For the observed value of
08.1
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it is accepted 0H that production is considered normal at the significance level 05.0=α . 
Note: the interval estimation is a type of parameter estimation, it is through the sample some of 

the data to find the parameters of a general scope, makes the parameter have higher probability in 
this range, here will construct big probability event, through a big probability event, the scope of the 
higher probability is called confidence level, the range is called a confidence interval. 

Parameter hypothesis testing is a type of hypothesis testing. It usually puts forward assumptions 
about population parameters and then constructs small probability events for inference. If a small 
probability event occurs in an experiment, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative 
hypothesis is considered to be valid; otherwise, the null hypothesis is accepted. 

When doing the problem, if the confidence interval is explicitly calculated, the interval 
estimation method can be used. If you ask whether the production is normal, or check whether the 
value of a parameter is true, or whether there is a significant difference between a parameter and a 
value, etc., you can use the method of parameter hypothesis testing to solve the problem. 

The following is an example 4 to illustrate the difference between interval estimation and 
parameter hypothesis testing when solving the problem: 

Example 4. Given the length of a certain part produced by a factory follows a normal 
distribution )06.0,(~ µNX , 6 pieces are randomly selected from a batch of parts produced on a 
certain day, and the measured diameter data (unit :mm) is 

1.15,2.15,8.14,9.14,1.15,6.14
 

To take the confidence interval in degree of confidence0.95.(Where 1.96z0.025 = ) 
Analysis: The confidence interval of the length of this batch of parts is 0.95. That is the interval 

estimation problem. 

Answer: 06.0=σ , 6=n , 95.14=x ,
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The confidence interval of satisfying the above conditions is
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The confidence interval is ( )15.14614.754， . 

Conclusion 

In this paper, the conditional probability and the generalized formula, interval estimation and 
hypothesis testing parameters two easy wrong topic, for example, to the wrong solution, this paper 
analyzes the reasons of wrong solutions, and then gives the correct method and the application of 
how to distinguish the matters needing attention are given, finally illustrates the subject further 
illustrates how to correctly distinguish the correct solution to hope to play the role of the topic.  
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